To bring accessibility to a place conceived throughout the years to be almost inaccessible is certainly a complex task. The fact of being hard to access created in the closer times a completely different atmosphere and living style, between Can Riera and the rest of the city. That is something we found essential to maintain as much as possible in order to allow this kind of diversity in Ibiza. So how to create a way of connecting an unconnectable place without changing its characteristics? The team proposed a very simple way of connecting strategic points inside Can Riera with the rest of the city. A slowly moving object, which we think would not harm the characteristics of the place, because it would always be seen as a gadget that creates a romantic relationship with the narrow streets of the old town, and that could even become, in the future, a symbol of Ibiza. A vehicle that can at the same time be a huge improvement for the mobility of the ones living in Can Riera, a funny way of for the tourist to visit the town, and the possibility for handicaps to gain access to almost the whole town.
The characteristic of the tram itself, combined with some changes in the urban space, allows it to ride on narrow tunnels, slight stairs and also to be very easily and quickly accessible for handicaps.
In this part of the town, next to the new hotel, we found an empty space, which we immediately saw as a possible new central point for Dalt Vila. Later we heard that it had been a cemetery so we decided to keep the rocky terrain as it is and build a perimetral complex that provides not just a place for rest, meeting and shadow, but also a strategical point for the accessibility of handicaps.